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Real ModesReal Modes
Decay OscillatoryComplex eigenvlaues:

iba 

Decay Oscillatory

R l dReal modes:
- The phase angle is 0 or 180
- All parts of the structure reach their own 

maxima at the same instant in the 
vibration cycle.

- All parts of the structure pass through theirAll parts of the structure pass through their 
zero deflection position at the same time.

- There are two moment in each vibration
cycle when structure is completely
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cycle when structure is completely
undeformed.



Complex ModesComplex Modes
Different points reach their maxima at different timesDifferent points reach their maxima at different times.
Different points reach their zero position at different 
timestimes.
While the real mode has the appearances of standing 
wave, the complex mode is better described aswave,  the complex mode is better described as 
exhibiting  traveling wave.
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Display of Complex ModeDisplay of Complex Mode

Complex mode
Real mode

Complex mode
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Measurement of Modal ComplexityMeasurement of Modal Complexity

The aim is to find the degree of complexity of a 
particular mode.
Two will be discussed here.
There is not any universally-accepted indicator.
MCF1 simply measures the phase difference between 
all pairs of mode shape vector elements, regardless of 
the magnitude of those elements.
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Measurement of Modal ComplexityMeasurement of Modal Complexity

MCF2 reflects the magnitude as well as the phase of
Each of the elements.

2MCF Area of the polygon
Area of the circle based on the length of the largest vector element
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Origin of Complex ModesOrigin of Complex Modes

Complex modes can exit in structures which contain 
rotating components.
I  li  t t  th  d  h   b  l  In linear structures the mode shapes can be complex 
only if the damping is distributed in a non-proportional 
wayway.
The hysteretic damping of most structural elements is 
distributed proportionally.
The majority of the damping in real structures usually 
concentrated at joints which result in a nonproportional 
distribution
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distribution.



Origin of Complex ModesOrigin of Complex Modes

It is found that non-proportionally is a necessary 
condition  for complex modes to exist. However, it is not 
sufficient.
It is found that close modes can create significant 

l i  i    A i  hi  i    complexity in a structure. Again, this is a necessary 
condition not sufficient.
St t  ith t d tStructures with repeated roots.
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